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Just a quick intro to my research group at NIST.We are the polymeric materials group, in the materials and structural systems division, in the EL.Our primary focus areas are…..We have studied polymeric material degradation under a wide variety of conditions in very different applications, including….
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Outdoor Exposure 

Service Life Prediction: Previous Reality 

“Patience is the greatest of all virtues”                                        
Cato the Elder 

“A handful of patience is worth more than a bushel of brains”  
Dutch proverb 

“The waiting is the hardest part…”                                             
Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers 
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Service Life Prediction: Previous Reality 

“Published literature report hundreds of attempts to duplicate and accelerate 
weathering effects and conclude that there is no substitute for natural 
weathering…”     Dreger 1973 
 
“…..variability both within and between accelerated devices is the primary 
reason for poor reproducibility in accelerated weathering testing” Fischer 1991. 
   
“The future ain’t what it used to be…”   Attributed to Yogi Berra 
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Service Life Prediction: Previous Reality 

“Current estimates of service life are crude and there is little or no correlation 
between laboratory and field exposure.”  Rilem State of the Art Report, 1999 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The approach used by many today tries to reconcile these two non-ideal sources of information.The belief is that if we can just find the magic combination in the lab we will be able to make the correlation with the outdoor exposure, but more often than not, we don’t find a satisfactory correlation, we made adjustments and then start this cycle over again, ad infinitum.The best that we can do today, after a 100+ years of weathering research and many improvements in laboratory and outdoor exposure equipment later – is to do this “rank and compare” process. Now - There is a lot of good coating research that have been carried out on mechanistic aspects of weathering using BOTH outdoor and accelerated exposures – not intending to denigrate that.  But If anyone here is actually able to quantitatively predict service life using either outdoor or accelerated lab testing, I’m really interested in speaking to you.  But the current reality is that we’re not able to do more than just rank and compare, and even then not always successful at doing that reproducibly and repeatably.What I’m trying to get you to think about it, after 100 years of coatings research, there has really been limited success in using either outdoor or laboratory exposures to actually make timely, quantitative and accurate predictions about service life in the field.



Have these issues been considered in other fields??? 
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Itseemed that we keep trying to compare the outdoors and laboratory exposures, then the chances of making progress in this area are indeed slim.One avenue we went down was to look at UV research in other fields, namely….    What strategies are used to study UV effects on DNA, human physiology, plant growth, etc?It turns out that these disciplines have been successful in relating lab and field results for UV exposure.
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Total Effective Dosage Model 

 Dtotal (t)      =   total effective dosage 
 Eo(λ,t)        =   spectral UV irradiance from light source 
 1-e-A(λ)        =   spectral absorption of specimen 
 φ(λ)             =   spectral quantum yield of specimen 
 λmin, λmax    =   min. and max. photolytically effective    

                   wavelengths 
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What these scientific disciplines turned out to have in common are models for UV absorption that describe a quantity known as total effective dosage.TED is calculated by convoluting the …….. And integrating over the wavelength region of interest, and time.Spectral quantum yield – aka spectral efficiency.
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A picture that illustrates this concept in a more palatable manner



Reliability-Based SLP Methodology 

Temperature 
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Time Series Cumulative Damage Model 
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Basis for Coatings Service Life Prediction  Consortium, 1994 - 2007 
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We utilize the total effective dosage model within the framework of a reliability-based SLP methodology, which provides the link between the outdoor and laboratory exposures.Both sources of service life data, rather than being viewed as competing with each other, are viewed as complementary and comparable.Cannot control outdoor conditions, but can monitor and measure in the same way as laboratoryEventually, we’d like to come up with similar normalizing metrics to treat temp and RH – panel temperature (fraction of time above or below Tc) and time-of-wetness, or moisture content.



Integrating Sphere Technology 
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We had to think outside the box to develop technologies to work within this methodology, and as it turned out, we weren’t thinking about any kind of box at all.We were intrigued with the idea of using an integrating sphere, an optical device known to be a source of uniform illumination, as the central component of a novel lab weathering device.For those of you who aren’t familiar with them - an integrating sphere is a spherical cavity, with an interior diffuse reflective coating, which functions as a collector of light.  Light introduced into the sphere undergoes multiple reflections at the surface of the coating, resulting in a uniform field of light within the sphere.If this field of light is permitted to exit the sphere, this output can be used as a source of measurement or a source of extremely uniform illumination.It is the latter property that we hope to take advantage of in our novel artificial weathering device.



 NIST SPHERE  
• Simulated Photodegradation via 

High Energy Radiant Exposure 

• 2 m integrating sphere 

• 8400 W UV  22 “SUNS”  

• 95% exposure uniformity  
• Visible and infrared radiation 

removed 
• Temperature and relative 

humidity around specimens 
precisely controlled 

• Capability for mechanical loading 

Integrating Sphere-based UV Chamber 

Martin and Chin, U.S. Patent 6626053 
Chin et al, Review of Scientific Instruments, 75(11), 4951-4959, 2004. 
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The official name is SPHERE, but some less irreverent colleagues persist in calling it by its original name, which is Deathstar.The total UV output from the SPHERE is roughly 22 suns.For additional detail on this system, I would direct you to the paper in RSI…



Integrating Sphere-based UV Chamber 

Environmental Chamber 
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Evironmental chambers to house the specimens were all custom-designed and built here at NIST, and are continually evolving to become more and more precise and reliable.Temperature is controlled via contact heaters and heated air, humidity is generated via the combination of wet and dry air streams [explain] and regulated via a feedback mechanism using RH sensors in the sample holder.  Temperature and humidity are controlled with microprocessors that reside on a PC network;  each of the chambers is controlled independently of the others.  All of the T and H data, as well as the spectral UV data, are continually logged by PC’s and then archived in databases that we maintain.
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Integrating Sphere-based UV Chamber 

Test geometry ASTM C719 

wh wh

Sealant Test Chamber 
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Chris White came on board, he extended the concepts that were originally developed for coatings, to sealants and caulks, and initiated the Sealant Service Life Prediction Consortium.  The new ideas in the sealants consortium involved the application of mechanical load to the specimens while they are exposed to UV, T and RH.
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UV comes into the sample container from this direction and passes through the ND filter before hitting the specimen.



Laboratory Exposure – unfilled, amine-cured epoxy 

55°C 

45°C 

35°C 
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Temp 
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4 bandpass filters:  306, 326, 354, 452 nm  
 
4 neutral density filters: 10, 40, 60, 100 % 
  
4 replicates 

1024 specimens 

Coatings Service Life Prediction 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 Outdoor exposures were carried out on the roof of a NIST 
laboratory in Gaithersburg, MD. 
 

 20 groups of specimens were exposed in  different months of 
different years.  
 

 G1, G2, G3 …………............G20  
    (4 replicates, t1…..tn exposure times for each group ) 

Outdoor Exposure – unfilled amine-cured epoxy 

Coatings Service Life Prediction 
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Reciprocity law is obeyed. 
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4 replicates for each light intensityThe curves for all light intensities superimpose onto a single master curve, suggesting that the dosage needed to cause a given level of damage is not dependent  of the incident intensity
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Nano-morphological Changes during  
Outdoor Exposure using AFM  
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Early stages of degradationAnalysis of same location as degradation progresses
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Relationship Between Chemical Changes 
and Nano-Morphological Changes 
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Comparing Laboratory to Outdoor Exposure Data 

Same degradation mechanism 
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Chain Scission Vs. Chain Scission



Relating Indoor Data to Outdoor Results: 
 Three Strategies 

 

 Using IR Ratios as a Chemical Metrics for Degradation 
Mechanism Comparison 

          Gu  et al., "Linking Accelerated Laboratory Test with Outdoor Performance for a Model Epoxy Coating 
System"   in Service Life Prediction for Polymeric Materials: Global Perspectives, Eds: J. Martin, R. Ryntz, J. 
Chin, R. Dickie, Springer Press, 2008. 

 

 

 Model-Free Heuristic Approach (Neural Network model) 
Dickens, B. “Model-free Estimation of Outdoor Performance of a Model Epoxy Coating System using 
Accelerated Test Laboratory Data”, JCT Research (2009). 

 

 

 Cumulative Damage Prediction Model 
 Meeker, et al., “A Statistical Model for Linking Field and Laboratory Exposure Results for a Model    

          Coating,” Proceedings of 4th International Symposium on Service Life Prediction: Global Perspectives, 

          Key Largo, Florida (2008).  
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Comparing Predicted Damage to Observed Damage 
 for Specimens Exposed Outdoors 

Outdoor Data - experimental 
Neutral network model 
Cumulative damage model 



Predicted Damage vs. Observed Damage 
Cumulative Damage Model 



Summary and Future Work 
  

 Feasibility of a service life prediction approach based on 
reliability methodology has been demonstrated for a model 
epoxy coating. 
 

 Success of work on coatings indicates that this  approach 
can also be applied to predicting service lives of polymeric 
materials used in other applications, such as sealants and 
photovoltaic polymers.   
 

 Application of this methodology to sealants, 
nanocomposites, and photovoltaic polymers currently 
under study at NIST. 

 

 





Program on Life Cycle and Sustainability  
of Polymers and Composites 

 Develop and apply measurement science over a wide range of 
length (10-9 m to 10 m) and time scales to identify the critical 
fundamental material properties impacting performance and 
service life.  

 

 Assess changes in critical fundamental properties via 
accelerated and real-time degradation studies on NIST 
SPHERE, “dark side” hygrothermal chambers, and outdoor 
testing devices.   

 

 Couple property measurements with reliability-based 
predictive models to enable quantitative prediction of 
service life.   
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Presentation Notes
This applies to both filled and unfilled materials.



Total Effective Dosage Model 

Synthetic polymers and biological materials  
 both carbon-based systems  

Similar in UV response 

DNA Polymer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Polymers are carbon-based systems, and in some cases also contain N, and O, and S and P, just like many living systems.These two graphs compare the response of a synthetic polymeric material and DNA to UV exposure.The y-axis on the polymer graph is quantum yield, which is related to the efficiency of a photolytic reaction; the y-axis for DNA is the germicidal effectiveness of a given wavelength region.In both cases, we have a quantity that is related to the effectiveness of a given wavelength in promoting a photolytic reaction
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